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History and 
current overview 
of Japanese Wine





ØAn extended archipelago of jagged 
mountains, winter snow and summer 
typhoons.

ØVines cultivated for at least one 
thousand years.

ØWine industry since the 1860s. 

ØWine is now made in 36 of Japan’s 43 
prefectures.

ØWine-consuming culture and 
production influenced by France.

ØTechnical precision and fermentation 
expertise (soy, sake, beer, whisky).

WINES IN JAPAN



Wine is made in 36 of 
Japan’s 47 prefectures



Ø In 2004, new regulations made it easier for 
boutique wineries to be set up. 

Ø Only Japanese-grown grapes for “Japanese wine”

Ø OIV recognition for Koshu and Muscat Bailey A 

Ø Alignment with global standards of labelling, 
geographical indications, and production 
methods. 

Ø The quality, diversity, and export potential has 
soared.

Ø EU Trade Agreement

Ø Rise of the Cult Japanese Wine!

A ROSY FUTURE?



Demand for, and 
interest in Japanese 
drinks, food and culture 
in the UK



Big on Japan



Grape varieties and 
wine styles of Japan





Japan is an heroic, marginal terroir from which to coax wine, but the

prize is worth the effort. High altitude, volcanic soils, and sheltered

micro-climates mean that - despite challenges - wine is made in

nearly all of Japan's prefectures.

A surprisingly wide range of wine grape varieties is grown in Japan,

including European classics in favoured spots and hardy hybrids that

can cope with the winters. But two varieties are especially Japanese in

origin, association and style, and have been recognised since 2013 by

the hugely influential International Organisation of Vine and Wine

(OIV), indicating a sign of acceptance, of typicity, and globally

recognized quality potential.

The two varieties are especially Japanese in origin, association and

style, Muscat Bailey A and Koshu. While Koshu is breaking into export,

a lot of good Japanese wine remains unknown. One hundred miles

north west of Yamanashi, Nagano prefecture grows exciting Merlot,

Cabernet Franc and Syrah.

JAPANESE GRAPE
VARIETIES



Koshu has an unknown origin and a much longer

history; this vitis vinifera vine has been grown in
Katsunuma, Yamanashi for at least 1000 years. It

originated somewhere in the Caucasus, and was

probably taken to Japan by traders on the ancient
silk roads.

.Koshu has fresh but rounded acidity, and several
aromatic compounds in common with Sauvignon

Blanc. The most familiar Koshu style is an ultra-

delicate, subtle dry white with a sleek texture. There
are also richer Koshus resulting from techniques such

as lees-ageing and battonage, as well as whole bunch
pressing, and fermentation with some of the finer

solids. More recently, exciting and more extrovert

styles have emerged, including fine traditional (aka
Champagne) method sparkling, and elegant ‘Orange’

wines, fermented on the skins.

KOSHU



Bred for the rain, disease and cold resistance of their non-vinifera

parent, hybrids make viticulture feasible in extreme climates.

Current hybrid research and technology has the potential to

revolutionise viticulture: researchers have recently identified the

gene responsible for the loathed ‘foxy’ aromas. However, many of the

established hybrids, such as Concord, rely on sweetness to mask

their foxiness, and are not destined to be Japan’s export

ambassadors, although they are commercially useful domestically.

The most successful and planted hybrid in Japan, Muscat Bailey A,

was developed specifically for the country. A cross of the Vinifera

Muscat Hamburg and the Labrusca Bailey, it buds late (so avoiding

spring frosts), and ripens early and easily in most sites.

HYRBRID
GRAPE VARIETIES



Muscat Bailey A is red-skinned grape bred by the visionary and self-

sacrificing aristocrat Kawakami Zenbei in 1927. Zenbei had
dedicated his life, lands and fortune to improving the lives of his

farming tenants through the creation of a high quality Japanese

wine industry. For decades he searched for a red grape variety that

could cope with the snowy conditions of his native Niigata. In under

a century Muscat Bailey A has become one of most widely planted
varieties in Japan. Good examples have attractive strawberry and

candied violet aromatics and a touch of minerality. It buds late (so

avoiding spring frosts), and ripens early. It crops reliably, and is

disease resistant. For decades, it was relegated to the ‘easy drinking’

zone, and used principally to make high volume, fruity, light off-dry
quaffing wine. The type of wine that is good fun a spring picnic

among the cherry blossom, but not to be taken seriously. More

recently, several producers have shown what can be done with low-

yielding versions from prime sites. Some alluring, lightly oaked,

velvety examples offer both pleasure and depth, and there are more
wines that recall the flair of Beaujolais Cru – bright, supple,

perfumed, interesting – than the bubble gum of Nouveau.

MUSCAT BAILEY A



Japan also has plantings (many of them tiny) of scores of different

European grapes, from the household to the esoteric. Believe it or

not, there is some delicious Zweigelt being made in Japan. Others

are experimenting with Malbec in the high-altitude sites. Japanese

winemakers must work so hard at finding a grape that will work in a

site that there are all sorts of undiscovered corners of their terroir.

They are experimenting extensively, some of them with varieties that

they are keeping a secret because they want to assess the results,

and to keep some competitive advantage.

The large number of European grape varieties grown in Japan

surprises even wine specialists, so new is the awareness of Japanese

wine culture.

INTERNATIONAL
GRAPE VARIETIES



Merlot is one of the most widely planted of the classic

varieties in Japan. It is grown across prefectures such as
Yamanashi, Yamagata, Shizuoka and Iwate. However, Merlot's

homeland is in Nagano. At Kikyogahara, old vines established

in the 1950s by the Giochi family winery still thrive in the
sheltered, sunny, breezy spot. Younger plantings by big

players Chateau Mercian and Suntory Shiojiri Winery reflect
the potential of the well-drained soil and sheltered terroir.

The Japenese Merlots are fresh but velvety and expressive,

with notes of cherry and classic plummy fruit.

MERLOT



Cabernet Sauvignon is grown in several prefectures,

and is well established in Yamanashi. This late

ripening variety needs sheltered spots and many

sunshine hours, of which Yamanashi has the most

in Japan. It is often blended, as at Grace Wine, with
Cabernet Franc, with elegant and textured success.

While Cabernet Franc is lesser planted and known,

this earlier ripening variety has great potential in

Japan.

CABERNET
SAUVIGNON



Chardonnay is widely planted across Japan, despite its

vulnerability - given its early-budding nature to spring
frosts.

Many producers blend it with Koshu, to give a delicate,

lively style with ripe citrus and hints of melon..

CHARDONNAY



Pinot Noir is quite possibly the European

grape variety generating the most

excitement in Japan now. This notoriously

demanding and terroir-sensitive grape has

produced beautifully scented nuanced and

elegant examples from Nagano and

especially Hokkaido, where it is becoming

something of a speciality. Some of Japan's

most sought after wines are produced by

small estates in Hokkaido that specialise in

Pinot Noir.

PINOT NOIR



ØCross of Blaufrankish and Saint Laurent

ØDeveloped at Klosterneuberg, 1920s

ØBuds late, ripens early, and fully

ØAustria, Slovakia, Canada, and Japan

ØHigh altitude, cold sites

ZWEIGELT



Prefectures and wine
regions of Japan



There are around 250 wine producers in Japan. The proportion making grapes from
exclusively Japanese-grown grapes has increased rapidly in the last decade. Yamanashi
has the greatest concentration of vineyards and producers: many wineries are still run by
the 4th or 5th generation of the founding family. Producers such as Marufuji, Lumiere,
Grace Wines and Katsunuma-Jyozo are examples of these venerable family wineries.
These quality-focussed, small production producers have been in the vanguard of
Japanese wine exports and global profile.

For decades, wine production in Japan was dominated by multi-national firms. Suntory
and Mercian are notable for both their size and positive influence on the domestic wine
scene. Both have invested heavily in quality, new vineyards, wineries, training and
research, and have shared their knowledge and expertise with the entire industry. This
benign big company influence and leadership is highly significant.

A new generation of artisan wineries has grown up in the last 10-15 years. Situated in
particular in Nagano and Hokkaido, they are characterized by tiny production, natural
winemaking methods, and impeccable quality. Producers such as Domaine Takahiko on
Hokkaido, and Kusunoki in Nagano were attracted partly by the (relative) availability of
land or grapes. (Although both come at a premium in Japan.) Superstar wine stars in
Japan, these producers, and others like them are emerging onto the global market
despite huge domestic demand and tiny quantities.

The Visit Japanese Winery website is a useful resource that details producers across Japan
making wine from Japanese-grown grapes.





Yamanashi is the major wine prefecture, producing more than 30% of

Japanese wine. This sheltered alluvial fan, cloistered by vivid

mountains, is a rural idyll. Within easy reach of Tokyo and Mount Fuji,

towns such as Katsunuma and Kofu are thriving centres for wine

related tourism and commerce. The Koshu grape has been grown
here for at least a thousand years.

Yamanashi’s plentiful sun, fertile soils and abundant rain make it the

fruit capital of Japan. The land is a patchwork of orchards abundant

with huge rosy apples, terraced paddies and vineyards. The summer

rains so useful for thirsty apples are challenging for growers of top
quality wine grapes, and viticulture has evolved to cope with the high

humidity. Vineyards are trained in high pergolas to maximise airflow

and shelter the grapes. It is entrancing to walk under these high,

dense canopies of bright pink Koshu. But the vigorous pergola and

fertile valley soils can yield as high as 120hl/ha. For quality, intensity
and terroir, growers take to the hills and sheltered high-altitude sites

on slate and gravel. These prize sites capture the ethereal intensity of

Yamanashi’s terroir, with their volcanic soils, sunny exposures, and

sanitising mountain winds.

YAMANASHI

Image courtesy of GajiinPot Travel



The mountainous prefecture of Nagano, to the north west of

Yamanashi has the second biggest vineyard area in Japan, and is

emerging as a particularly exciting terroir for several European

varieties. A noted ski area, it is drier and colder than Yamanashi,

and used to churn out Concord for the sweet wines once loved by

the domestic market. As in Yamanashi, vineyards are planted on a

sheltered alluvial fan, ringed by mountains. The free draining rocky

soils, constant breezes, and absence of a river temper the humidity.

Spring is characterised by deep average lows, and sharp, late frosts.

Summer temperatures are intense, with an average monthly high

of 33 degrees centigrade in July. They drop sharply from

September, and the harvest month of October has an average high

of 20, counterpointed by a low of 9. Late budding and early

ripening varieties are needed for this growing season. Merlot fits

the profile, and was the first European variety planted in Nagano at

Kikyogahara by the Hayashi family in the 1950s. The estate’s pure,

elegant wines (sadly not currently exported) inspired Mercian to re-

graft its Concord to Merlot. Several sites in Nagano are emerging as

sources of distinctive and high quality Japanese Merlot, Syrah and

Chardonnay.

NAGANO

Image courtesy of go-nagano.net



Two hundred miles north west of Nagano, Yamagata stretches

inland from the Sea of Japan. Thousands of Japanese come to enjoy
the epic landscapes and food festivals. Enotourism is important

here, and the wineries thrive though integrating events and bustling

cellar doors selling wine, ciders, fruits and craft products.

Asahimachi, a co-operative winery up in the mountains at Asahi, has

in its wide range an invigorating, scented version of the classic
Austrian red, Zweigelt, whose racy acidity plays to the airy crags of

this snowy mountain region. Ranch-style Takahata would not look

out of place in California. It is run by the charismatic and well-

travelled enologist Hisa Kawabe. His years in Napa show in these

modern, hugely appealing wines (some grown under cover) from
the familiar, and the unusual, such as the exuberant red 2014

Wagatsuma, a cross between a Koshu cross, Malbec and Merlot. The

fruit wines and ciders here (as in many places) were delicious, and

beautifully packaged, and highly regarded by Japanese consumers.

YAMAGATA

Image courtesy of zekkeijapan.com



This northerly island prefecture had 26 wineries at the last official count,

although the relatively low cost of land, and the general culture, is

attracting many new wine businesses. Hokkaido is a hotbed of

innovation and dynamism, but it has had an established wine industry

since the 1960s. Until the early 2000s, however, wine production was

mostly of sweet wines from the non vinifera and native Crimson Glory.

Kerner and Müller-Thurgau were among the first European varieties

planted here in the 1970s – varieties introduced by flying Germans, that

were innovative at the time, but are classics now. They are also delicious

with Hokkaido’s acclaimed seafood. More recently, the potential of this

relatively moderate climate has been expressed in some thrilling wines

from diverse varieties, some of them made in low intervention, skin-

contact or ‘natural’ styles. Hokkaido is colder than the rest of Japan,

with a high diurnal range. The heat and humidity of summer is

moderated here, and most vineyards are trellised to guyot or VSP. The

price paid is the severe winter cold, which kills some vines every year,

and covers most with metres of snow. The Hokkaido Wine Company

was founded in the 1970s and is one of the largest in Japan, with over

400 hectares at Tsurunuma. It also contracts with more than 300

farmers. The company plays to the strengths of the cool climate and

mountainous terroir with an elegant, cherry-scented Zweigelt.

HOKKAIDO

Image courtesy of japanbyjapan.com



Japan’s quest for grape varieties that can transcend the

challenges and transmit their dramatic terroir began in 1890
at Iwanohara Winery, in the coastal western prefecture of

Niigata. Visits here are something of a pilgrimage for

Japanese wine geeks. This historic winery contends with
freezing snows as deep as in Hokkaido, but with summer

rain and humidity to boot. It is an almost ridiculously
challenging place to make wine. In the vineyards, the vines

tower and curve above you in intertwined pairs of twisted

hearts. This modified high training prevents the snow-weight
snapping the trunks off in winter. Vineyards are worked by

hand. Yields are low in the poor, free-draining soils.
Iwanohara is owned and cherished by Suntory, whose co-

founder was an original investor. Its best and most

interesting wines are those made from Muscat Bailey A,
which was bred here in 1927. The 2009 Heritage is from low

yielding old vines. Bright garnet, with stony cherry and racy
acidity, its fine tannins and minerality make for an intriguing

and distinctive light red.

NIIGATA

Image courtesy of getaway.10best.comImage courtesy of getaway.10best.com



WINE 
PRODUCERS



This small estate at Akeno is run by fourth generation Shigekazu Misawa.

His daughter, Ayana, a protégé of Dubourdieu, trained in Bordeaux and
has been the winemaker for just over ten years.

Grace’s low-yielding vineyards are at 700m altitude, on volcanic soil, and

sheltered by mountains. The Misawas have introduced diverse training
methods, in collaboration with Richard Smart and Professor Kobus

Hunter, including a form of VSP (vertical shoot positioning) to aerate
canopy, optimise ripening and reduce yields. Even the best and most

sheltered sites need protection from the heavy summer rains. An

arduous task involving installing strips of rain covers in the vineyards to
cover the fruit zone and protect the softening bunches.

Grace has had UK success with its Kayagatake Koshu, made with grapes
from its own and contract vineyards from the lower yielding mountain

slopes. This delicate but sleek wine showcases the mineral character of

fully ripe, gently handled Koshu and is seamlessly fresh, with aromas of
blossom and a long, eerily delicate finish. Their 2009 Cabernet Franc is

subtle, floral and beautifully textured. Richer than Loire, and more
delicate than Bordeaux, this classic grape ripens usefully early for Japan.

GRACE WINERY



Family owned Winery Katsunuma-Jozo pays tribute to the

Portuguese (who first brought European wine to Japan) with

their brand name, Aruga Branca. Yuji and Hiro Aruga focus

on Koshu, and and make a fine classic style in ‘Isehara’. Their

wines are successfully exported, and highly awarded.

Hiro Aruga, who returned to the family business in 2012 after

four years making wine for Bize in Burgundy, thinks Koshu

can do more as a native grape. He embraces Koshu’s thick

skins, and harnesses the bite of phenolics to structure the

wine. He has reduced the level and incidence of

chaptalisation, extended time on skins in the press, crushes

firmly, and has reduced the use of SO2. The 2017 tank

sample was delicious and distinctive. Intensely aromatic,

with notes of floral blossom and yuzu, it had a rounded,

fleshy texture.

The vineyard has three Georgian Qvevri (large clay

amphorae) in which he will make low sulphur orange Koshu.

KATSUNUMA
-JOZO

Image courtesy of fujisan-pref.jp



Château Mercian’s yuzu-scented ‘Gris de Gris’ is another example of

delicious skin contact Yamanashi Koshu. Historic Château Lumiere’s

‘Prestige Orange’ is apricot scented, fragrant, and delicately grippy,

with a rich but dry finish. Their traditional method sparkling Koshu is

beautifully balanced with an ultra-fine mousse, and is imported into

the UK by dynamic retailer and wholesaler Amathus.

Château Mercian – whose consultant is Paul Pontallier - has

established new wineries close to existing vineyards at Mariko and

Kikyogahara. Their ‘Omnis’ Merlot/Cabernet blend from Mariko is a

Decanter Silver Medal winner with its firm, fine tannin, exotic cherry

and mineral finish make for an intense but elegant red.

CHATEAU
MERCIAN



Sparkling wine is another face of Koshu. Lumiere is one

of the best and most admired. Their traditional method
Koshu has 1-2 years on lees, and is bright and refined.

Aruga’s Brilhante 2014 Brut Lumiere is imported into the

UK by Amathus, whose head of wine, Jeremy Lithgow
says: “Lumiere’s wines are sold through the Amathus

shops in London as well as to restaurants such as Roka,
Sakagura, Yen and Nathan Outlaw. We see an

overwhelmingly positive reaction from clients when they

taste them.”

LUMIERE



How to describe and 
sell Koshu and other 
Japanese wine



Wine quality and diversity is there, but what of the commercial

potential of Japanese wine? Coaxing great and distinctive wine
out of this marginal and sometimes extreme terroir takes huge

effort. These are niche products at a premium price, coming from

the other side of the world. Despite the recent OIV alignment,
some producers will have to adapt their labels and bottle size

(which remains the sake influenced 72cl) to confirm to European
import laws. But the impetus for export comes not only from the

desire for sales, but also for recognition on the world wine stage.

These are the motivations behind the Japanese government’s
support for its wine sector, which has been promoted since April

2017 by the newly established JFOODO. This notably dynamic
body (whose full name is the Japan Food Product Overseas

Promotion Center) sits within JETRO, the broader Japanese

export body. JFOODO exists to take the full glories of Japanese
food and drinks to the global market.

COMMERCIAL 
POTENTIAL?



JAPANESE 
APPEAL



UK ON-TRADE?
The premium on-trade wine market continues to thrive,

despite challenges, as consumers drink less, but better. This
is the innovation centre of the UK drinks, and hospitality

industry, and wine suppliers need brave, engaging,

innovative products with a story and cultural resonance.
This is especially true if wine is to keep pace with artisan

spirits and craft beer and other drinks.

In the UK, the most adventurous consumers are among the

affluent consumers, and the on-trade is uniquely placed to
make the most of this. Japanese wines are increasingly

diverse, and their food-matching potential is huge, and has
so much more to be discovered.



SUSHI…



‘Anglo-Japanese’ cooking has been called “London’s new favourite”

cuisine. The UK capital has seen a blossoming of hip, high-end,

fusion restaurants and bars such as Ichibuns, Sexy Fish, Nanban,

Aqua Tokyo, and Nobu Shoreditch. These venues blend premium

Japanese ingredients and techniques with Japan’s thrilling Tokyo

vibe. It is this combination of tradition and modernity that sums up

the appeal and unique personality of new-wave Japanese wines.

…AND BEYOND



Today’s Wines
1 2017 Sparkling Koshu Château Lumiere

2 2018 Yamanashi Koshu Château Mercian

3 2017 Haramo Koshu Haramo Wine

4 2018 Sol Lucet Koshu Kurambon Wine

5 2018 Traditional Rich Taste Koshu Soryu

6 2018 Grace Private Reserve Koshu Grace Wine

7 2016 Aruga Branca Pipa Katsunuma Winery

8 2018 Fuefuki Koshi Gris de Gris Château Mercian

9 2018 Prestige Class Orange Koshu Château Lumiere

10 2018 Barrel-aged Muscat Bailey A Soryu



1. 2017 Sparkling Koshu, Château Lumiere

#Koshu

Ø Region: Feufuki, Yamanashi
Ø 100% Koshu
Ø Traditional method
Ø Very classic wine-making – riddling by hand
Ø Aged on lees for 12 months
Ø Brut Nature – no dosage
Ø Alcohol: 11%
Ø Residual Sugar: 0.86 g/l
Ø £33.42 retail
Ø Importer: Amathus Drinks 



2. 2018 Yamanashi Koshu, Château Mercian

Ø Early September to mid October 
Ø In stainless steel tank 18 – 20°C, about 14 days 
Ø In stainless steel tank and oak barrel about 6 months 
Ø 65,000 bottles 
Ø 12% 
Ø Slightly greenish pale yellow. In addition to the aroma of fruits such as apple, lemon, kanodu and sudachi, 

feeling the nuances of baked bread or yeast, from ageing Sur Lie. The astringency and minerality of Koshu
grape with a pleasant acidity gives a good accent to the wine. (February, 2019) 

Ø Temperature increased from early spring, and the growth was good. Period from flowering to falling was short. 
Ø Little rainfall until August, and the hypertrophy was suppressed and it became a small fruit. 
Ø In September, the growth was moderate due to cloudy and rainy days with typhoons. 
Ø Harvest timing was same as usual, after waiting for the decrease in acidity. 
Ø £14.75 retail
Ø Green salad, various sashimi or seafood dishes with toasty flavour such as gratin of cod, roasted Spanish 

mackerel seasoned with Saikyo miso, sautéed cuttlefish, seafood Paella. 



3. 2017 Koshu, Katsunuma, Haramo Wine

#Koshu

Ø 25th and 28th of Sep in 2017
Ø 11.5%
Ø R.S: 1.3g/l
Ø Acidity (as Tartaric): 5.9g/l
Ø Pergola trellis is adapted. 
Ø Harvest was done by hand. 
Ø Grapes were destemmed and balloon pressed. 
Ø Free run juice and pressed juice separately fined and settled overnight. Fermentation in enamel tank 

with selected dry yeast. 
Ø Fermentation went through without temperature control. No MLF. 
Ø Aged on the lees for 5 months
Ø Bottled in May, 2018.



4. 2017, Kurambon Sol Lucet Koshu, Yamanashi

Ø Founded in 1913 by Chosaku Nozawa
Ø Tanaka Wine Cooperative until 1962
Ø Takahiko Nozawa took private and rebranded in 2014
Ø 2ha own vineyards. 6ha under contract.
Ø Shizeno farming (integrated & sustainable, with organic & biodynamic principles).
Ø Indigenous yeasts, very “hands off” winemaking, minimal filtration
Ø Harvested 25th September 2017
Ø Acidity: 6.1gl/ (as Tartaric)
Ø R.S: 2.3g/l
Ø £24.90 retail, imported by Japan Gourmet https://uk.japan-gourmet.com, retailed by 

https://www.vsf.wine/

https://uk.japan-gourmet.com/
https://www.vsf.wine/


Takahiko Nozawa
“The natural viticulture on the terroir of Katsunuma"
There is a typical climate and soil in Katsunuma, and there is also each 
terroir in each vineyard.
Toriibira and Hishiyama areas of Katsunuma
- don’t fertilize or plough our vineyards to leave weeds to grow naturally 
from 2007. 
- No chemical sprays and insecticides 
- Focus on canaopy management to prevent diseases. 
- Loose a few leaves to insects, but they in turn are eaten by the 

abundant bird population! 
- There are many microorganisms and angleworms in the soil, and 

withered leaves prevent the soil from the direct sunshine which dry 
and heat the soil.



5. 2018 Traditional Rich Taste Koshu, Soryu

#Koshu

Ø 1899, and the winery was founded by relatives of Masanari Takano and Ryuken Tsuchiya 
Ø vineyards are located on well-drained soils on the right and left bank of Hikawa

river
Ø Hiromi Suzuki (4th generation) took over in 2000 – big improvements since then
Ø Extended ageing on lees
Ø Food match: fresh seafood and simple meat dishes. Try it with Oyster, Sushi, and 

Tempura. 
Ø Imported by Tazaki Foods
Ø http://soryu-wine.com

http://soryu-wine.com/


6. 2018 Private Reserve Koshu, Grace Wine

#Koshu

Ø Grape origin: Katsunuma village in Yamanashi
Ø Soil: Clay
Ø Viticulture: Pergola training system
Ø Harvest date: 9/30 ~ 10/29, 2018
Ø Vinification: Hand-picked, Fermented and aged in stainless steel tanks 
Ø Alcohol: 11.9%
Ø Residual Sugar:2.8g/l
Ø Acidity(Tartaric Acid):6.4g/l
Ø pH:3.2 
Ø Imported by Hallgarten Druitt Novum



7. 2016 Pipa Koshu, Aruga Branca, Katsunuma Winery

#Koshu

Ø Katsunuma vineyards
Ø Fermented in barrique
Ø Aged in barrique for 2 month, of which 22% new
Ø Alcohol 11.5%
Ø Total acidity 6.6g/l
Ø 13,000 bottles



8. 2018 Fuefuki Koshu Gris de Gris, Château Mercian



9. 2018 Prestige Class Orange Koshu, Château Lumiere

#Koshu

Ø 100% Koshu fermented via carbonic maceration with 2 weeks of skin contact to extract colour and 
tannin. The wine is then aged in oak barrels to add further complexity.

Ø Grape: 100% Koshu
Ø Tasting Note: Amber in colour with aromas of apricot, orange zest and hints of almond. Full bodied 

and dry with great texture, saline acidity and some delicate tannin.
Ø Food Match: Ideal with pork katsu, chicken teriyaki or full-flavoured fish such as salmon.
Ø Closure: Screwcap
Ø Awards: Silver medal at International Wine Challenge in 2018 & Bronze medal at Decanter 2018



Ø Founded in 1885 by Tokugi Furiya. 

Ø 5th generation Shigeki Kida now in charge.

Ø Fermented in stainless steel. 



10. 2018 Muscat Bailey A, Barrel-Aged, Soryu

#Koshu

Aged in French oak barrels using Yamanashi Muscat Berry A. The color is light
ruby. The sweet and charming scent of strawberry jam, violet, and raspberry, and the
vanilla scent from the oak barrel spreads in a glass so as to wrap it around. A juicy,
medium-bodied red wine that goes well with baked chicken / duck meat with fruit
jam sauce (berry jam or fruit jam sauce with orange marmalade).



6. 2016, Koshu Gris de Gris, Ch. Mercian, Yamanashi



Support available to 
help promote Japanese 
wine



JFOODO CONTACT
For more information on Japanese wine, please contact

JFOODO (The Japan Food Product Overseas Promotion Center)

Tel: +81-03-3582-8344

Sarah Abbott MW - Swirl Wine Group - sarah@swirlwinegroup.com

will be glad to share further research and tasting notes, or put you in 

touch with specialists in Japan 



For Koshu, the Koshu of Japan website is a useful source

of initial information, contacts and advice:

http://www.koshuofjapan.com

The Visit Japanese Winery website provides information

on visiting wineries, making Japanese wine, and gives a

useful overview and list of producers. A lot of the

interesting reading on Japanese wine is in Japanese, but

the newly created government organisation of JFOODO

is tasked with promoting the exports and awareness of

Japanese wine, and is working on translations of some of

those existing Japanese wine guides, and on a new

English-language website:

http://visitjapanesewinery.com

USEFUL LINKS



PRODUCERS
• http://www.grace-wine.com/

• http://www.katsunuma-winery.com/english/index.html

• http://www.kirin.co.jp/company/english/about/mercian/

• http://www.lumiere.jp/en/

http://www.katsunuma-winery.com/english/index.html
http://www.lumiere.jp/en/



